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Shy Guy The End
SCP 096 or know as Shy guy is a strage anmiley found in a snowy forest in siederia it
was found by the SCP fandtion found it. It was found whene a farmer repoted a wight figer nere
her farm. SCP 096 was drogt to the SCP fondtion and put in one room leding to a outer room.
Weakness of shy guy or 096 is fragment like gerrads. Land mins any thing that exsplods n uter
thing is gong that shot vare fast like mine gun and last when he no in rage he slew. SCP 096 or
Shy Guy is fast and strong in rage. The orgens of SCP 096 is unknown. Whene in rage noting
can stop him only slower him he will not stop untile he get his target to kill and eat him. To
know the SCP foundation tell you SCP must contain and pertext thay di no often kill SCP the
fundatin has 3 thret is the SCP the caose ingesy is x SCP fondat employe that are trying to take
the foundation down and last the world culte ingest thay kill ever SCP thay can get. The SCP
fondatin is a red alet SCP 096 exsac his cell do to a plot got in to the public so he on a ranpage it
get all over the news and on online and the fondat can’t do any thing SCP 096 is getting ever one
left and right all team of MTF and anvan MTF tems to stop SCP 096 but it over He get to a outer
SCP but he brakes open all of the door of the SCP all SCP get out so last minte n temt they eanit
the bones a blew up the facility. Sadle all SCP in the facility died in the facility. But Shy Guy did
not he stie ran to ever cite, town in the word the populat was at 7 billen knwn it is 4 billen thene
to 1 billen then 100 milen a quarter of it is SCP foundation employes that 25 millen employes so
the O-S concole decided to use 3 SCP. SCP god, SCP 1499 and SCP 000. The plot to make more
1499 for 50 millens pepoule. For the plan you will need lot of light and ammo and vare powerful
gun and first aid and use SCP god to halp and bering ever one. To here that the end you can’t do
anything Shy can not be stop. The End.

